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Introduction: The New World of Enterprise Analytics

Thomas H. Davenport

The Rise of Analytics

Analytics aren’t new—I’ve found references to corporate analytical groups as far back as 1954—but they seem to be more important to business and organizational life than ever before. Analytical approaches to decision-making and management are on the rise because of several factors:

• The dramatic increase in the amounts of data to analyze from various business information systems
• Powerful and inexpensive computers and software that can analyze all this data
• The movement of quantitatively trained managers into positions of responsibility within organizations
• The need to differentiate products and offers, optimize prices and inventories, and understand what drives various aspects of business performance

As a result, many factors indicate that analytical initiatives, jobs, and organizations are taking off around the world. According to LinkedIn data, for example, the number of people starting analytics or data scientist jobs increased tenfold from 1990 to 2010. Every major consulting firm has developed an analytics practice. According
to Google Trends, the number of searches using the term “analytics” increased more than twenty-fold between 2005 and 2012; searches for the term “big data” (defined in a moment) showed an even more dramatic rise beginning in 2010. The current era has been described as the “Age of Analytics,” the “Age of Algorithms,” and the “Money-ball Era,” after the book and movie about the application of analytics to professional baseball.

**Enterprise Analytics**

One important attribute of the increased focus on analytics is that it has become—at least for many organizations—an “enterprise” resource. That is, instead of being sequestered into several small pockets of an organization—market research or actuarial or quality management—analytical capabilities are being recognized as something that can benefit an entire organization. Diverse groups are being centralized, or at least coordination and communication are taking place between them. Analytical talent is being inventoried and assessed across the organization. Plans, initiatives, and priorities are being determined by enterprise-level groups, and the goal is to maximize the impact on the enterprise.

Hence the title of this book. Many of the chapters relate to how analytics can and should be managed at an enterprise level. If there were a set of guidelines for a Chief Analytics Officer—and some people in this role are emerging, albeit still in relatively small numbers—this book would provide many of them. We are not yet at the point where analytics is a broadly recognized business function, but we are clearly moving in that direction.

**The Rise of “Big Data”**

Excitement about analytics has been augmented by even more excitement about *big data*. The concept refers to data that is either too voluminous or too unstructured to be managed and analyzed through traditional means. The definition is clearly a relative one that
will change over time. Currently, “too voluminous” typically means databases or data flows in petabytes (1,000 terabytes); Google, for example, processes about 24 petabytes of data per day. “Too unstructured” generally means that the data isn’t easily put into the traditional rows and columns of conventional databases.

Examples of big data include a massive amount of online information, including clickstream data from the Web and social media content (tweets, blogs, wall postings). Big data also incorporates video data from retail and crime/intelligence environments, or rendering of video entertainment. It includes voice data from call centers and intelligence interventions. In the life sciences, it includes genomic and proteomic data from biological research and medicine.

Many IT vendors and solutions providers, and some of their customers, treat the term as just another buzzword for analytics, or for managing and analyzing data to better understand the business. But there is more than vendor hype; there are considerable business benefits from being able to analyze big data on a consistent basis.

Companies that excel at big data will be able to use other new technologies, such as ubiquitous sensors and the “Internet of things.” Virtually every mechanical or electronic device can leave a trail that describes its performance, location, or state. These devices, and the people who use them, communicate through the Internet—which leads to another vast data source. When all these bits are combined with those from other media—wireless and wired telephony, cable, satellite, and so forth—the future of data appears even bigger.

Companies that employ these tools will ultimately be able to understand their business environment at the most granular level and adapt to it rapidly. They’ll be able to differentiate commodity products and services by monitoring and analyzing usage patterns. And in the life sciences, of course, effective use of big data can yield cures to the most threatening diseases.

Big data and analytics based on it promise to change virtually every industry and business function over the next decade. Organizations that get started early with big data can gain a significant competitive edge. Just as early analytical competitors in the “small data” era (including Capital One bank, Progressive insurance, and Marriott hotels) moved out ahead of their competitors and built a
sizable competitive edge, the time is now for firms to seize the big-data opportunity.

The availability of all this data means that virtually every business or organizational activity can be viewed as a big-data problem or initiative. Manufacturing, in which most machines already have one or more microprocessors, is already a big-data situation. Consumer marketing, with myriad customer touchpoints and clickstreams, is already a big-data problem. Governments have begun to recognize that they sit on enormous collections of data that wait to be analyzed. Google has even described the self-driving car as a big-data problem.

This book is based primarily on small-data analytics, but occasionally it refers to big data, data scientists, and other issues related to the topic. Certainly many of the ideas from traditional analytics are highly relevant to big-data analytics as well.

IIA and the Research for This Book

I have been doing research on analytics for the last fifteen years or so. In 2010 Jack Phillips, an information industry entrepreneur, and I cofounded the International Institute for Analytics (IIA). This still-young organization was launched as a research and advisory service for vendors and users of analytics and analytical technologies. I had previously led sponsored research programs on analytics, and I knew they were a great way to generate relevant research content.

The earliest support for the Institute came from the leading analytics vendor SAS. We also worked with key partners of SAS, including Intel, Accenture, and Teradata. A bit later, other key vendors, including SAP and Dell, became sponsors of IIA. The sponsors of IIA provided not only financial support for the research, but also researchers and thought leaders in analytics who served as IIA faculty.

After recruiting other faculty with academic or independent consulting backgrounds, we began producing research outputs. You’ll see several examples of the research outputs in this book. The IIA produced three types of outputs: research briefs (typically three-to-five-page documents on particular analytics topics); leading-practice briefs (case studies on firms with leading or typical analytical issues);
and write-ups of meetings, webcasts, and audioconferences. The emphasis was on short, digestible documents, although in some cases more than one brief or document has been combined to make one chapter in this book.

With some initial research in hand, we began recruiting corporate or organizational participants in IIA. Our initial approach was to focus on general “enterprise” topics—how to organize analytics, technology architectures for analytics, and so forth. We did find a good reaction to these topics, many of which are covered in this book. Practitioner companies and individual members began to join IIA in substantial numbers.

However, the strongest response was to our idea for industry-specific research. Companies seemed quite interested in general materials about analytical best practices but were even more interested in how to employ analytics in health care or retail, our first two industry-specific programs. That research is not featured in this book—we may do other books on analytics within specific industries—but we did include some of the leading-practice briefs from those industries as chapters.

The Structure of This Book

All the chapters in this book were produced in or derived from IIA projects. All the authors (or at least one author of each chapter) are IIA faculty members. A few topics have appeared in a similar (but not exactly the same) form in journal articles or books, but most have not been published outside of IIA. The chapters describe several broad topics. Part I is an overview of analytics and its value. Part II discusses applying analytics. Part III covers technologies for analytics. Part IV describes the human side of analytics. Part V consists of case studies of analytical activity within organizations.
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